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About This Game

Steal and raise a baby war gryphon! Will you fight dragons together to save the empire, or defy the empire and lead your people
to freedom?

Runt of the Litter is a 150,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Kelly Sandoval, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

The gryphon keepers hold all the power in the Empire of Vaengrea. They make the laws, patrol the borders, and only give
gryphon eggs to their chosen heirs. As a poor stable hand, a "thrall," you know you'll never have a chance to prove yourself.

But then, you find the egg. Small, neglected, nudged out of the nest by a disapproving mother. But you can feel warmth growing
inside.

Now your gryphon is in terrible danger, both from the other gryphon keepers and from a deadly plague that's wiping out the
Empire's gryphons. Can you keep your gryphon safe? Where will you hide your new hatchling? Are you skilled enough to hunt

its food or clever enough to steal it? Which of the gryphon keepers can you trust? How will you shape the young gryphon's
mind?

Wyrm riders invade from the north on their fire-breathing dragons, the natural enemy of the gryphons. Will you and your
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gryphon fight in the war, seizing your place among the elite? Or will you defy the empire and lead your fellow thralls to
revolution?

Can you keep a runt gryphon safe with the whole world against you? The life of your gryphon, and the fate of an empire, is in
your hands.

 Play as any gender and as gay, straight, or asexual

 Choose from a variety of unusual gryphon breeds

 Raise your gryphon with a gentle hand or demand obedience

 Find romance among your fellow thralls or steal the heart of a gryphon keeper

 Rise to the rank of gryphon keeper or lead your fellow thralls to freedom

 Battle fire-breathing wyrms to protect your empire

 Find a cure for the devastating gryphon plague
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Well written and engaging, but very short. I would have liked more chances to interact with the other characters and learn about
the world, and couldn't help wishing that I could have played out the events covered in the epilogue.. quot;As the world fills with
flame, you see her scramble onto Coldtalon's back. Then the heat washes over you, a searing, consuming pain. You fall to your
knees, screaming. Through the pain and the smoke, you see Coldtalon flying, with Lostsong following behind. You've saved
Neeris. Maybe saved Aerie.

A second wave of flame overtakes you. The world goes red, then black. "

10/10 would sacrifice self again. An enjoyable, relatively quick, little game that is well-written and fun to play.. Seems too
short,only about a hour and a half long for the 3 main paths. I love it and I wish it was longer.. Well written and engaging, but
very short. I would have liked more chances to interact with the other characters and learn about the world, and couldn't help
wishing that I could have played out the events covered in the epilogue.
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Not bad. Very short compared to other Choice of Games' stories.
Feels like it ends half way through rather than a proper ending.
Good enough for the current sale price of 3 USDs but 4 might be pushing it.
Honestly I expect more exspansive stories from the people that make the actual engine and used to give much better stories.
There's simply other Choice of Games to start with than this one.. lovely little story! my only complaint would be that it was a
bit too short.. An intriguing but sadly short adventure. I've no familiarity with this developer, or even with text adventures as a
whole, but the demo provided was integral towards me giving Runt of the Litter a chance. Reading for pleasure isn't something I
get to do enough these days. The game took me about an hour and a half through a successful runthrough, but I'm curious how
other paths would feel so I'll at least get my $3's worth, which is a plenty fair price for the amount of work put in.

Otherwise, well written! Especially happy with getting a small level of customization between one's name and eventual gryphon.
I can't point out any qualms yet aside from length, I'd have to see how other paths differ from each other. I'll update this once I
adventure a bit more with my gryphon. :D. Cheaper than a movie, and I'm reading so my mom can't complain.. a nice story, but
I found after 2 playthroughs that my decisions don't really seem to matter too much. if you're looking for a story where your
decisions effect the plot at all, this isn't for you

I dunno if I'd go out of my way to recommend it? I personally enjoyed it because I love this kind of topic- raising animals and
such. it was easy to grow attached to your gryphon

it could be better but it gave me a few solid hours of entertainment and was worth the few bucks I paid I'd say!. this game is
very cute and fun. i love the idea of raising something and caring for it, depending on the choices you make regarding your
gryphon it will change its personality and the ending which cool. the characters are all amazing except for that one keeper >.>.
its a little short for me but is definitely worth it as are all their other games. i hope they make a sequal to this or something ^.^.
One of the better Choice Of games to come out in a while. Very imaginative and well written, if a little sparse in sections. The
gryphons are wonderful though, and raising one was a pleasure. Just an enjoyable read all around.. Overall a good game, a bit
short and simple as far as gameplay goes but a good experence. I would recommend this to anyone who likes text based
adventure games.. Not bad. Very short compared to other Choice of Games' stories.
Feels like it ends half way through rather than a proper ending.
Good enough for the current sale price of 3 USDs but 4 might be pushing it.
Honestly I expect more exspansive stories from the people that make the actual engine and used to give much better stories.
There's simply other Choice of Games to start with than this one.
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